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Abstract—Analyze the disadvantages of KVM original network 
connection modes, and design the third network connection 
mode: NAT + Bridge mode. For the malicious virtual machines 
in user mode are difficult to detect and locate in normal way, 
the article proposes a strategy for detecting TCP DDOS attack 
based on an improved CUSUM algorithm in the KVM. This 
strategy detects attack of virtual machines in user mode 
indirectly by treating the user mode as an independent virtual 
machine, and determine the suspicious virtual machines in 
accordance with the abnormal behavior of the process, and  
then dynamically migrate the suspicious virtual machine to a 
independent NAT + bridged network environment, then detect 
the attack of every virtual machine in the independent network 
environment based on the improved CUSUM algorithm. 

Keywords-KVM, virtual machine, TCP DDOS attack, 
improved CUSUM algorithm 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
The concept of "Cloud computing"[1-2] is proposed by 

Google. Through the network the cloud provides users the 
computation power, storage space, software function and 
information services, etc. The literature[3] analyzed the 
security threats in cloud computing and established a 
privacy-preserving framework for cloud storage. Meanwhile, 
in order to use the cloud effectively and improve the 
utilization of resources, virtualization technology [4] 
becomes indispensable. In the push of demand, the number 
of virtual machines will be larger and larger , the attacker can 
hire a large number of virtual machines for TCP DDOS 
attack, but the external environment can not distinguish the 
attacker from many virtual machines, which makes the attack 
more hidden, but also more convenient.  

Distributed denial of service attack (DDOS) is one of the 
most common network attacks. Whether hackers or virus 
programs, many of them are using it as an attack to run out 
of the system resources of the one is attacked. In the U.S., 
DDOS attack will bring about the economic losses of tens of 
millions of dollars. And it, represented by the SYN Flood 
attack using the hidden leak in the TCP/IP three-way 
handshake process, shows a strong destructive, and is 
difficult to prevent, so that the DDOS attack becomes a great 
threat to the Internet about security, integrity and availability 
etc. Since 2001, several well-known sites have been attacked 
by DDOS successfully. The detection and defense to the 
DDOS attack are gradually attracted the attention of the 
scholars, and become a network security research focus.  

But the generic algorithm can not identify the attacker 
and even can not detect the attack in KVM virtual machine 

environment; because in a host there is a wide variety of 
network topologies and the host can not distinguish the 
ownership of the packets, which is different from physical 
network. In this paper, we make a brief introduction about 
the KVM and the two original network connection modes. 
Then design a new network structure combined with NAT 
technology and bridge technology, propose an improved 
CUSUM algorithm to detect TCP DDOS attack in multiple 
network connection modes simultaneously. Meanwhile we 
describe the implementation process in detail, and verify on 
the actual platform. 

II. RELATED WORK 
CUSUM algorithm [5] is used to detect abnormal 

behaviors, with simple calculation and high efficiency. 
Therefore it is widely applied to the real-time detection 
environment. The design idea of CUSUM algorithm is to 
accumulate the small offset in the process to achieve the 
amplification and reduce the false rate through cumulating 
the effect of continuous attack. The literature [6] calculates 
the ratio of the number of unacknowledged packets to the 
total number of packets, and forms time-based statistical 
series, then detects DDOS attack online and rapidly using the 
improved nonparametric recursive CUSUM algorithm. 
However, the study focuses on the passive defense on the 
injured side in the physical network, without the ability to 
identify the position of the attackers. The literature [7] has 
improved the CUSUM algorithm to achieve the adaptive 
threshold. The literature [8] analyzed the change of input 
flow and output flow to detect DDOS attack, but this method 
belongs to a feedback algorithm that we can detect the attack 
after the attack has worked.  

And authors in [9] introduced the KVM and its network 
structure. Authors in [10] analyzed the features of the two 
network connection modes of KVM, and proposed a network 
architecture based on VSFilter, which judges the legal Mac 
address to distribute data packets. But the method only can 
intercept data packets. When the attackers adopt fake Mac 
address on TCP DDOS attack, the VSFilter can not identify 
malicious virtual machines; even take errors in judgment if 
fake Mac address is another Mac address in the local area 
network. 

III. THE IMPROVED CUSUM ALGORITHM 
The number of FIN packets and the number of SYN 

packets are basically the same under the normal network 
connections. It is also possible that the TCP session may be 
terminated by a RST packet without a FIN packet. But when 
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the attack occurred, this correspondence of the number 
between them will be completely broken. So we detect the 
change of the difference between the number of SYN and the 
number of |RST FIN . On the other hand, in order to prevent 
attackers to send extra FIN or RST packets to interfere with 
monitoring data, we need to establish the relations between 
SYN packets and |RST FIN  packets as follows: 

When a SYN packet is detected, the purpose IP address, 
the purpose port, the source IP address and the source port of 
SYN packet will be extracted and mapped into a hash table, 
and then the counter of the record will be increased; When a 
RST or FIN packet is detected, get its purpose IP address, 
purpose port, source IP address and source port to find the 
similliar record, like purpose IP address of SYN same to 
source or purpose IP address of |RST FIN  and purpose port 
of SYN  same to source or purpose port of |RST FIN . If it 
exits, the counter will be decreased, while the record will be 
deleted if the counter becomes zero.  

Define SYN  as the number of SYN packets sent; 'SYN  
as the number of SYN packets received; ''SYN  as the 
number of SYN packets sent by virtual machines to others in 
the same host. 

Define |RST FIN  as the number of RST and FIN 
packets which have the same addresses and ports with SYN ; 

| 'RST FIN  as the number of RST and FIN packets which 
have the same addresses and ports with 'SYN ; | ''RST FIN  as 
the number of RST and FIN packets which have the same 
addresses and ports with ''SYN . 

Define � �[ , ]X n m as the ratio between the difference of 
SYN  and |RST FIN  and the sum of SYN and |RST FIN  in 
a time slice of the m network connection mode in formula 1. 
Under normal circumstances, [ , ] 0X n m � ; But in the attack, 

[ , ] 0X n m � : 
[ , ] ( | [ , ])

[ , ]
[ , ] ( | [ , ])

SYN n m RST FIN n m
X n m

SYN n m RST FIN n m
�

�
�

                          (1) 

Where n means the time slice sequence.  
Define � �[ , ]S n m  as formula 2 and � �[ , ]n m�  as formula 

3: 
[ , ] (1 ) * [ 1, ] * [ , ]S n m S n m X n m	 	� � � �               (2)  
[ , ] [ , ] [ , ]n m X n m S n m MAX� � � �               (3) 

Where � �[ , ]S n m  means the average value of statistical 
series in the m network connection mode, and 

[0, ] [0, ]S m X m� ; 	  is the EWMA (exponentially weighted 
moving average) coefficient, usually in 0.01~0.03 value 
range; MAX means the upper bound of [ , ] [ , ]X n m S n m�  
under normal circumstances; � �[ , ]n m�  is a random sequence 
with negative average value, and will become positive in the 
case of an attack. 

Define � �[ , ]Y n m  as accumulation of positive value of 
� �[ , ]n m�  in formula 4. 

[ , ] ( [ 1, ] [ , ])Y n m Y n m n m �� � ��                         (4)  

Where Y[0]=0 and x x� �  when x>0; else 0x� � . 
Compare � �[ , ]Y n m  with the pre-set threshold T[m], and the 
judgment method is shown as formula 5. 

1, ( [ , ] [ ])
( [ , ])

0, ( [ , ] [ ])
Y n m T m

J Y n m
Y n m T m


�
� � �

                            (5) 

Where T[m] means the attack detection threshold in the 
m network connection mode, and ( [ , ])J Y n m  means the 
judgment at time slice n. 

If [ , ]Y n m > T[m], ( [ , ])J Y n m =1 and it represents there is 
attack in the m network connection mode; else ( [ , ])J Y n m =0 
and it represents the m network connection mode is safe. 

IV. DETECTION MECHANISM UNDER KVM 
Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) is the virtual 

machine solution based on hardware virtualization (Intel VT 
or AMD-v) proposed by the Israeli open source organization 
called Qumranet in October 2006. It uses host-based VMM 
model to regard the entire Linux kernel as a Hypervisor. In 
another word, it means to increase virtual machine monitor 
function to Linux to provide technical support of 
virtualization. In this way, you can take advantages of 
memory management and process scheduling policy, to form 
a light weight virtual machine monitor. And in user space, 
KVM needs to work with the modified Qemu, which 
interacts with the KVM for the creation, management and 
necessary equipments’ simulation of virtual machines. By 
KVM, we can create and run multiple virtual machine clients. 
To the host, these clients have no difference with the general 
processes of Linux. KVM provides two basic network 
connection modes: Ethernet tap mode and user mode. But the 
Ethernet tap mode is not safe enough and the user mode is 
inconvenience to cooperate with others. So based NAT 
technology and bridge technology, we designed a new 
network connection mode: NAT + Bridge mode. 

A. Ethernet tap mode 
This mode, as shown in Fig. 1, allows virtual machines to 

have the network as the stand-alone machines, while the 
machines will generate the corresponding network 
components-tap devices to imitate the features of physical 
NIC. All packets send to the GUEST will be forwarded from 
the physical NIC to the corresponding tap devices, and then 
to the guest's virtual network card; similarly, all the packets 
sent by virtual network card will be sent to the corresponding 
tap devices, and then be forwarded to the physical NIC. In 
this mode, the virtual machines have high visibility, as same 
as separate hosts, and all virtual systems and physical 
systems can communicate to them. It is fit for service 
providers to set up servers to provide public services. 

In this mode, you can confirm the ownership of packets 
using their path. Because each guest only sends data to their 
own tap device, so in the host side we can exploit tap devices 
to intercept the packets sent or received by the corresponding 
guest. Therefore, we deploy a monitoring program on each 
tap device, and set a monitoring time slice, to capture packets 
in the time slice through the tap devices. And detect TCP 
DDOS attack according to the improved CUSUM algorithm 
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as the aforementioned, to get [ , ]SYN n tap , '[ , ]SYN n tap , 
''[ , ]SYN n tap , | [ , ]RST FIN n tap , | '[ , ]RST FIN n tap , | ''[ , ]RST FIN n tap , 

[ , ]X n tap , [ , ]n tap� , [ , ]Y n tap  and ( [ , ])J Y n m . 

Figure 1.  The network structure of Ethernet tap mode in KVM 

B. Nat + Bridge mode 
NAT (Network Address Translation) is to convert the IP 

address in the IP datagram header into another IP address. In 
practice, NAT is used primarily for intranet accessing to 
internet. By using a small amount of public IP addresses to 
represent more private IP addresses, it will help to slow the 
depletion of available IP addresses. When private addresses 
of the intranet send packets through the host, private 
addresses are converted to a valid IP address. And in the 
local area network, we only need a small number of IP 
addresses (or even one) to achieve that all computers in the 
intranet communicate with internet. The NAT mechanism is 
to allow the virtual systems with NAT function, which 
makes the virtual machines access the internet through the 
host machine. It segregates the virtual machines and the 
external network, so we can make virtual machines be 
hidden from internet.  

Bridge is used to forward packets according the Mac 
address to achieve connection of different local area 
networks. When the bridge receives a Mac frame from LAN, 
it will reassemble the frame in another local area network 
format and send to its physical layer after unpacking, 
proofing and checking. Using bridge function is to bridge the 
virtual machines to the same network card, to achieve 
interoperability between virtual machines, which can 
establish a small local area network.  

In this mode, shown in Fig. 2, virtual machines have 
general visibility, as same as a separate host under a router, 
and the virtual systems on the same host, including the host, 
can communicate with each other. When we adopt some 
network isolation mechanisms, like iptables, we can set up 
multiple independent virtual machine clusters. It is fit for the 
users who need cluster server to parallel computing. 

In this mode, you also can confirm the ownership of 
packets using their path. By the same token in the host side 
we can exploit tap devices to intercept the packets sent or 
received by the corresponding guest. In the same way, we 
deploy a monitoring program on each bridge device, and set 

a monitoring time slice, capture packets in the time slice 
through the device. And detect TCP DDOS attack according 
to the improved CUSUM algorithm as the aforementioned, 
to get [ , ]SYN n br , '[ , ]SYN n br , ''[ , ]SYN n br , | [ , ]RST FIN n br , 

| '[ , ]RST FIN n br , | ''[ , ]RST FIN n br , [ , ]X n br , [ , ]n br� , [ , ]Y n br  and 
( [ , ])J Y n m . 

Figure 2.  The network structure of NAT + Bridge mode in KVM 

C. User mode 
The default network architecture of KVM, shown in Fig. 

3, do not need to generate any network components in the 
host, guest can use the DHCP of QEMU process to obtain IP 
address, but also can fix the IP address which will not be 
manually changed. Meanwhile, QEMU process also offers 
the functions of the DNS server and the router. 

In this mode, each process has an independent network 
stack, the virtual machine can use network services, but other 
machines, including the host, can not connect to it. Send or 
receive ICMP packets will be forbidden too. For example, 
the virtual machine in the user mode can browse the Web, 
but the external machines generally can not access the web 
server set up in it. Although you can use a network 
connection redirection to access the service in virtual 
machine, it is restrictive to need to synchronize the host and 
the virtual machine to open same port for listening. This 
mode is safe, transparent between guests, and is fit for the 
general users. 

Figure 3.  The network structure of user mode in KVM 
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In this mode, the user's packets forwarding is achieved by 
the QEMU process. The packets, intercepting in the host-side, 
sent or received by guests, can not identify the position of the 
attackers of the packets, because their source addresses 
are the host address. In this case, we can not detect the attack 
as the method described in 2.1 or 2.2.  But this paper has 
designed a method for it: 

� we deploy a monitoring program on the physical 
NIC, like eth0 , and set a monitoring time slice, 
capture packets in the time slice through eth0 to get 

[ , 0]SYN n eth  , '[ , 0]SYN n eth and | [ , 0]RST FIN n eth . At 
the same time, monitor the processes behaviors of 
virtual machines in user mode network to get the 
number of sendto() system call. 

� Calculate the [ , ]SYN n user  and | [ , ]RST FIN n user from 
or to the user mode network. Assume that the 
host does not connect to the network independently, 
the [ , 0]SYN n eth  can only be from the three network 
connection modes: Ethernet tap mode, NAT + 
Bridge mode and user mode, then there are 
relationships shown as formula (6) -- formula (11). 

1 ( ( [ , ] ''[ , ]))
taps

SYN SYN n tap SYN n tap� ��                         (6) 

2 ( ( [ , ] ''[ , ]))
brs

SYN SYN n br SYN n br� ��                            (7) 

0[ , ] [ , 0] 1 2ethSYN n user SYN n eth SYN SYN� � �          (8) 
| 1 ( ( | [ , ] | ''[ , ]))

taps
RST FIN RST FIN n tap RST FIN n tap� ��  (9) 

| 2 ( ( | [ , ] | ''[ , ]))
br

RST FIN RST FIN n br RST FIN n br� ��    (10) 

0| [ , ] | [ , 0] | 1 | 2ethRST FIN n user RST FIN n eth RST FIN RST FIN� � � (11) 
While, for Ethernet tap mode and NAT + Bridge 
mode, the '[ , ]SYN n tap  and '[ , ]SYN n br  can be from 
eth0, Ethernet tap mode, NAT + Bridge mode and 
user mode, then there are relationships shown as 
formula (12)-- formula (15). 

, ,

' '[ ] ''[ ]
taps brs taps brs

SYN SYN n SYN n� �� �                             (12) 

[ , ] ' '[ , 0]localSYN n user SYN SYN n eth� �                          (13) 

, ,

| ' | '[ ] | ''[ ]
taps brs taps brs

RST FIN RST FIN n RST FIN n� �� �  (14) 

| [ , ] | ' | '[ , 0]localRST FIN n user RST FIN RST FIN n eth� �  (15) 
The total SYN packets and RST + FIN packets in 
user mode can be expressed as formula (16) and 
formula (17). 

0[ , ] [ , ] [ , ]eth localSYN n user SYN n user SYN n user� �           (16) 

0| [ , ] | [ , ] | [ , ]eth localRST FIN n user RST FIN n user RST FIN n user� �  (17) 
� If there is TCP DDOS attack in this user mode, the 

user's attack behavioral characteristics will render 
the attack behavioral characteristics of the whole 
user mode network, and the more users attacking, 
the stronger attack behavioral characteristics of the 
whole user mode network. So we can detect TCP 
DDOS attack based on [ , ]SYN n user  and | [ , ]RST FIN n user  
according to the improved CUSUM algorithm as 
the aforementioned, to get [ , ]X n user , [ , ]n user� , 

[ , ]Y n user  and ( [ , ])J Y n m . 

� If ( [ , ])J Y n m =1, there are attackers in user mode. 
Due to need to send a lot of SYN packet to launch 
the TCP DDOS attack, frequently call sendto() is 
necessary, so that it will cause the number of 
sendto() system calls to increase. So we select the 
virtual machines which meet sendtoNUM > sendtoMAX  
to determine suspicious virtual machines. 

� Change the user mode of the suspicious virtual 
machines to an independent NAT + Bridge mode 
through the dynamic migration technology [11], and 
then detect the suspicious virtual machines 
according to the improved CUSUM algorithm as 
the aforementioned to diagnose virtual machines of 
attackers. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 
The study of the Internet traffic showed that most TCP 

connection for 12s to 19s. So we select to monitor and count 
SYN packets into the network for 10s, and FIN|RST packets 
for another followed 10s. During the 20s, we also monitor 
the number of sendto() system call. 

Through the statistics of [ , ] [ , ]X n m S n m�  and sendtoNUM  
of each network mode when the virtual machines are 
normally running, take their upper bound as the value of 
MAX and sendtoMAX  as follows: 

[ ]MAX tap = 0.1154; 
[ ]MAX br = 0.0857; 
[ ]MAX user = 0.10; 
sendtoMAX  = 64. 

After tests, general TCP DDOS attack would make the 
cap increase more than 70%. Therefore, the threshold of each 
network mode can be calculated as formula (8)  

1 * 1.43
*0.7

MAX
MAX

�                                     (18) 

Because the detection processes of Ethernet tap mode 
and NAT + Bridge mode are similar to that of first step of 
user mode, so we chose the TCP DDOS detection of virtual 
machines in user mode as an example.  

Fig. 4 is the performance of [ , ]Y n user of all the virtual 
machines in user mode. It shows that the virtual machines in 
user mode have no attack in the first three time slices, and in 
the fourth time slice there is at least a virtual machine to 
launch TCP DDOS attack which is discovered by the host in 
the fifth time slice. 

Fig. 5 is the number of the sendto() system call of virtual 
machines in user mode. It shows that the number of the 
sendto() system call of virtual machines in process 1 and 
process 2 are both lower than the threshold in the first three 
time slices, and in the fourth time slice the number of the 
sendto() system call of the virtual machine in process 1 
suddenly increases and breaks through the threshold. If there 
is attack in this mode, the virtual machine will be deemed to 
a suspicious virtual machine and need to dynamically 
migrate to an independent NAT + bridge mode for further 
judgment. 
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Fig. 6 is the performance of [ ]Y n of the suspicious virtual 
machine after migration. It shows that the suspicious virtual 
machine attacks indeed and it is diagnosed in the second time 
slice after the migration. 

In case of the high strength of TCP DDOS attack, the fail 
rate and distorting rate of the algorithm are almost zero, and 
the average response time under the three network modes are 
1.75, 1.75, 3.5 time slices. And in case of the low strength of 
TCP DDOS attack, the fail rate and distorting rate of the 
algorithm are less than ten percent, and the average response 
time under the three network modes are 8, 8, 16 time slices. 

In normal circumstances the number of records in hash 
table is small, and even when attacking the number also can 
be accepted because the records of hash table in the current 
monitoring cycle will be clean up before the next. So the 
store load is low. Meanwhile, when the hash table is very 
small we can retrieve the corresponding records directly; and 
in another case a new method should be adopted, like Bloom 
Filter, to achieve the judgment of the corresponding records 
quickly. So the calculating load is also low. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we design a new network connection mode: 

NAT + Bridge mode, in the basis of the original two network 
connection modes of KVM. Then based on the three KVM 
network connection modes, this paper introduces an 
algorithm based on improved CUSUM algorithm to detect 
TCP DDOS attack of virtual machines, which can be good to 
find the attack and identify the position of the attackers in the 
three network connection modes. 

In the future work, we will improve from the following 
two aspects: (1) we select the SYN packets and RST + FIN 
packets as input when using CUSUM algorithm, which leads 
the time slice is long. (2)Improve the strategy to achieve the 
detection and location a variety of attack, not limited to TCP 
DDOS attack. 
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Figure 4.  The Y(n, user)  values of all the virtual machines in user mode 
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Figure 5.  the sendto() system call number of virtual machines in user mode. 

 

Figure 6.  The Y(n)  values of the suspicious virtual machine after migration. 
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